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ABSTRACT
A study was conducted to examine Thai tourists’ characteristic, behavior,
satisfaction and intention to revisit floating markets, for conservative purposes, in
central region of Thailand. A study focused on two well-known floating markets,
Damnoen Saduak Floating Market in Ratchaburi and Amphawa Floating Market in
Samut Songkhram. A study included a representative random sample of 800
individuals. A survey method and indepth interview were used to collect the data
from local people, local government officers, local business owners and market
vendors.
The result shows that the majority of the subjects from the two floating
markets is female, single, and has a bachelor degree. Numbers of subjects who have
ages below 24 and numbers of subjects who have ages between 25 and 34 are quite
close. The majority of Amphawa Floating Market’s tourists is employees of private
firms. Subjects have income between 5,000 and 10,000 Baht and subjects who have
income greater than 20,000 Baht are quite close in number.
The majority of
Damnoen Saduak Floating Market’s tourists is students and employees of private
firms. Number of subjects on these two groups is quite close. They have income
between 10,000 and 15,000 Baht. By looking at the tourists’ behavior, this study
found that most tourists visit the floating markets for the first time. They travel by
personal cars and know the markets from friends. Reasons for visiting are
experiencing atmosphere of the floating markets
Respondents at both floating markets reported high level of satisfaction with
product and souvenir, food and Thai dessert, price of product, service of vendors,
environment, dining along canal, river boat tour, water safety, cleanliness, and all
facilities in the area. For atmosphere of the places, respondents at Damnoen Saduak
Floating Market reported high level of satisfaction while the others at Amphawa
Floating Market reported highest level of satisfaction.
According to the survey, 82.5% of respondents at Damnoen Saduak Floating
Market want to revisit the place. Revisiting are reported for conservative purposes
that categorized into top three ranking as Thai traditional life, goods selling boat, and
handicraft or local agricultural food process selling. While 92.25% of respondents at
Amphawa Floating Market want to revisit the place Revisiting is also reported for
conservative purposes as well. They are categorized into top three ranking as
atmosphere of traditional floating market, cleanliness of river and canal, and seeing of
fireflies at night.
In depth interview with local community for the reasons that Thai tourists
revisit Amphawa Floating Market, the reasons are Thai old style houses, Thai
traditional life, beautiful places, goods selling boat, authentic Thai food and dessert,
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generosity of local people. While the reasons that Thai tourists revisit Damnoen
Saduak Floating Market are friendliness, local dialect, friendly words and manners,
view and nature of floating market, suburban life style, Thai old style houses and local
Thai dessert.
Keywords: Behavior, Revisit Traditional Floating Markets for
Conservative,Traditional Floating Markets

